EAsy way to build backlinks

Learn How
Backlinks
Can Help You
Rank Higher
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You got a great website with
great content, but something is
still missing. It's not getting
ranked high on Google for your
desired keywords. You checked
your website analytics and still
not many people showed up. You
are frustrated and thinking what
else can you do.....oh boy, let me
tell you about your new best
friend ..Backlinks.

Backlinks are the backbone of
SEO. The majority of people when
they build a website they
usually do not know about
backlinks. People usually focus
on the copy of the website,
keywords, structure, etc., but
they somehow skip the most
important part of SEO which is
backlinks. Now do not get me
wrong, I’ve personally ranked
websites without any backlinks,
but that is a very rare thing.

If you are thinking, I do not
need backlinks, then let me
show you how important it is.
Go to Google.com and type the
desired keyword you want to
rank for in the future.
Now copy the first 2 results
(make sure not to copy ads).
First 2 organic websites.
Now go to Ahrefs backlinks
checker.
https://ahrefs.com/backlinkchecker

Enter the first domain and paste
it there (see screenshot)

Once you enter the domain, press
that orange “Check Backlinks”
button, and you might have to solve
a captcha for that.
And just like that, you will be able
to see the backlinks of the first
domain.
Do the same for the second domain.
Now do this for 2- 3 other keywords
in the same process, and you will
notice that all of these websites
have backlinks.

By now you see my point.
So what is a backlink?
Backlink is the process of a
connection between any 2
website pages. It can be your own
internal website pages or
external websites linking to you.
When any other website mentions
your website and links to your
website, that will earn you a
backlink for your website
because that website is linking
back to you.
Hence Back Link.

Why is it important for you to
build backlinks?
As I’ve shown in the example
above Google prefers websites
with more backlinks. It shows
that since lots of other websites
are linking back to the website
the search engine spiders think
that website must have good
quality content that’s why a lot
of websites are linking back to
it. So once Google sees that, it
rewards that website with good
backlinks in terms of higher
ranking. Not all backlinks are
created equal. A backlinks from
a high authority website carries
more power than a backlink from
a low authority website. There
are tons of other factors that
go into backlinking and ranking
on Google but that is a topic for
another day.

How can you build backlinks to
your site?
This is where our backlink
websites list comes in handy.
We have compiled a list of 1000+
backlinks websites. With this
list, you can start your
backlinks journey from Day 1.
You can sort our list by highest
Ahrefs DR and start building 5-10
backlinks a week.
You can check your keyword
rankings with a tool like
Ranktracker or Nozzle.

Not ready to purchase, no
problem.
Start with our sample backlink
websites list here. It has 50
backlinks opportunities listed
for FREE. That’s about 5 weeks
worth of backlinks.
Don't have any time at all to
build backlinks?
Well, let us do all the work for
you.
Our packages start at
$300/Month.
10 backlinks for $300.
20 backlinks for $550.
And 40 backlinks for $1000.
Contact us at
info@backlinkwebsites.com

